Year in review 2013: basic science and epidemiology
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In the second of our reviews of 2013 we reveal our prize winners in the fields of basic science and epidemiology. As before, manuscripts arising from Imperial, Leicester and Oxford are disallowed, not because we would like to level the playing field (nice as this would be) but because of editors’ conflict of interest. If you read to the end we reveal our overall winners in the traditional gold, silver and bronze positions.

BASIC SCIENCE

The Basic Science for the Chest Physician section has proved popular with our readers according to our most recent survey. Although many of these pieces are commissioned to accompany particular articles, we also welcome uncommissioned articles and suggestions for potential subjects from readers. So, if there is an area of basic science that you would like to highlight for the respiratory community, please let us know.

Manuscripts within the basic science sphere incorporated those seeking to understand the molecular mechanism underlying lung diseases as well as those aimed at discovering novel biomarkers and preclinical testing of novel therapeutic pathways. We continue to publish models and systems designed to reflect the broad range of lung diseases that are of interest to the readers of Thorax, including chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), asthma, idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) and cystic fibrosis as well as respiratory infections.

Pulmonary inflammation may occur either as a result of excessive activation of inflammatory pathways or a failure in immune regulation. Several studies this year indicated that inflammation during COPD may occur as a general failure of pulmonary immune regulation, leading to reduced regulatory T cell populations but increased proportions of effector Th cells such as those defined by interleukin 17 (IL-17) secretion.1,2 Similarly, aberrant epidermal growth factor receptor activity was shown to be behind the decreased expression of FoxO3A—a negative regulator of NFkB, culminating in increased IL-8 generation in mouse and human models of COPD.3

Proteases are able to modulate inflammatory pathways by cleaving proteins, thereby adjusting their inflammatory potential. Proteolytic cleavage of the naturally occurring protein elastin by the 20S proteasome may account for the observed decrease in elastin observed over the course of acute lung injury and predispose people to excessive inflammatory responses.4 Similarly, circulating neutrophils from patients with COPD showed reduced chemotactic activity and capacity for bacterial killing due to the presence of elastin peptides, released as a result of proteases released from lung-infiltrating neutrophils.5 Modulation of inflammation by inhaled cowshed dust may also be due to proteolytic activity, since dust extract was found to promote release of the complement fragment C5a in murine bronchoalveolar lavage fluid, thus explaining the protective properties seen in allergic asthma.6 This very neat mechanistic study was the winner of our bronze medal. Host responses also contribute to the regulation of infection. Airway epithelial cells maintain protective antibody and B cell responses in the lung during respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) infection.7

The function of IL-17 during pulmonary immune responses is controversial, with both anti- and pro-inflammatory functions reported. In Thorax this year we contributed to this ongoing debate, reporting on the role of Th17 cells in mediating local and systemic inflammation during community-acquired pneumonia.8 In contrast, IL-17A reduces airway hyper-responsiveness induced by RSV during allergic inflammation in a mouse model.9 Resolution of this issue is particularly topical, given the lack of success in recent trials of anti-IL-17 in asthma.10

Lung remodelling is a recognised consequence of a number of lung diseases, but the underlying mechanism remains unclear. This transformation of lung structure is not restricted to just the airway epithelium. Imaging of biopsies from patients with COPD, coupled with computerised three-dimensional reconstruction, showed dendritic cell-rich alveolar—lymphoid interfaces which may provide a structural basis for an increased capacity to respond to alveolar antigens and thus contribute to aggravated inflammation seen in severe COPD.11 This terrific study was the winner of our gold medal in this category. Vascular remodelling has been shown in asthma and COPD, and was associated with increased expression of bradykinin receptors12 while tetrahydrobiopterin (BH4)—a cofactor of nitric oxide synthesis—was identified as a potential pathway promoting vascular remodelling in IPF.13 The cytokines activin A and IL-25 were identified as potential mediators of allergen-induced airway remodelling using mouse models.14,15 Cigarette smoke was found to be a major factor in influencing epithelial to mesenchymal transition of epithelial cells from patients with COPD,16 with abnormalities in Wnt signalling proposed as a potential mechanism.17 Cigarette smoke was also shown to be a causative factor in adhesion of mononuclear cells to the pulmonary arterial endothelium via fractalkine and its receptor CX3CR1, indicating that targeting this axis might reduce COPD-associated cardiovascular disorders.18

Many diseases are heterogeneous in nature and it is hoped that more sophisticated identification of clinical subtypes may improve diagnosis and treatment. Molecular characterisation of clinical samples has revealed new subtypes of IPF, defined by expression of cilium-associated genes,19 while identification of BCG-specific IgG secreting peripheral plasmablasts as a potential biomarker may improve diagnosis of active tuberculosis (TB), particularly in those patients who also have HIV.20

Although in Thorax we publish a number of preclinical studies using in vivo disease models, we ask authors to stress the clinical relevance of the work and to highlight the applicability of their results to treatment of lung disease in patients. Delivery of human umbilical cord-derived stem cells prophylactically or therapeutically into airways of newborn rats exposed to hypoxia showed short-term effects in partially preventing and rescuing lung function and structure. Moreover, cell-free conditioned supernatant also demonstrated therapeutic benefit and showed long-term improvement in exercise capacity and lung structure in experimental bronchopulmonary dysplasia.21 Conversely, a preclinical study of a selective small molecule inhibitor in a primate...
model of asthma showed that antagonism of the chemokine receptor CCR8 is ineffective. This very nicely done but comprehensively negative study—the winner of our silver medal—was accompanied by a thought-provoking editorial by Roberto Solari who discussed the value of publishing negative results in general and for the drug discovery process in particular, as well as adding to the debate regarding suitable animal models of asthma.

EPIDEMIOLOGY

Some would say that, without tobacco, TB and inhalers, most respiratory physicians would not need to get out of bed in the morning. The epidemiology we published in 2013 did not do much to dispel this canard.

In July we published some findings of the 26-year follow-up of the Tucson birth cohort—or, at least, findings for the 40% of participants still living in the city or willing to travel to Arizona for measurement of their lung function. Those who had at any point admitted to smoking and those whose parents were smokers had spirometry that was no different from that of those who found themselves in neither of these camps. In contrast, those with a ‘double hit’—that is, children of smokers and also smokers themselves—had evidence of impending airflow obstruction with a forced expiratory volume in 1 s/forced vital capacity ratio reduced by about 3% and a faster decline over the preceding 15 years. The authors suggest that exposure to smoking at home in early life primes the lung to be hypersensitive to tobacco smoke; an alternative explanation is that the apparent synergy reflects one or more unmeasured socioeconomic determinants of adult lung function for which parental smoking is simply a marker.

The British have fewer qualms about measuring ‘socioeconomic status’; indeed, some would say it is as natural to them as losing at sports they invented. The Nottingham group used it, alongside a clutch of other demographic variables and patterns of consultations, in a statistical model that was able to ‘predict’ lung cancer rather better, the authors claim, than that recommended in the UK referral guidelines. We need to learn how to detect lung cancer earlier, an issue also raised by the London authors of a stage-based comparison of survival in six countries including the UK, but it is not easy to see how. At one cut-off the Nottingham model displays an impressive sensitivity of about 95%, but this is accompanied by a false-positive rate of about 50% which would make for a huge number of needlessly investigated and frightened patients.

There was a more cheerful message from the Tobacco Control Research Group in Bath, UK with news that the passage of smoke-free legislation in England in 2007 seems to have been followed by a 5% annual reduction—equivalent to about 2000 events a year—in adult hospital admissions to hospital for asthma. Remarkably, the effect was immediate. For those, post-legislation, who are tired of smoking on street corners, new help may be soon at hand.

In November we published a small systematic review of the efficacy and safety of cytisine as an aid to smoking cessation. Cytisine is produced from the leaves of Golden Rain (laburnum to you and me), which the people of the Balkans used as a tobacco substitute during the privations of World War II and which, for almost 50 years, has been manufactured and sold by a Bulgarian pharmaceutical company under the catchy trade name Tabex. The stuff seems both effective and safe and is much cheaper than most alternatives but, because its evidence base would probably fail most current legislative hurdles this side of Europe (and the USA) and because nobody stands to make much money out of it, it may struggle to get into the wider pharmacopoeia. For a thought-provoking and beautifully written manuscript, we award this paper our gold medal in this section.

The wider use of interferon-gamma release assays in the identification of (latent) TB was nicely demonstrated in two manuscripts we published: first, as an effective substitute for chest radiography in screening immigrants from countries with high rates of TB in which case it is most cost-effective where a screening threshold is set at an ‘intermediate’ prevalence; and second, as a simple one-step screen for adult TB contacts in whom the ‘number needed to screen’ to detect a single case is about 35. These were neat pragmatic studies with a real potential to change practice; more of the same please. From elsewhere we learned more sobering news. Almost one-third of newly diagnosed patients with TB in southern Mexico had diabetes; those with both conditions had more extensive disease that was slower to respond to treatment and more likely to recur or relapse. With a rapidly increasing incidence of diabetes in most parts of the world and our continuing failure to contain the Captain of Death, this is a problem that ought to be near the top of many public health agendas. This didn’t do much to cheer us but we’re giving it the 2013 silver medal anyway.

And so to inhalers. In 2013 we learnt again that women who use inhaled long-acting β agonists or steroids, at low or moderate doses, to treat their asthma while they are pregnant do not need to fear that this will harm their baby, but there is some residual concern over higher doses of steroids. From Canada we were reminded that the use of inhaled steroids in patients with COPD increases their risk of developing severe pneumonia, an effect that may be peculiar to fluticasone. An opinion piece from the same centre suggested that the number of patients so treated ‘needed’ to induce one case of pneumonia may be as low as 15–20. If these findings are anywhere near the truth, then we will need to do some serious re-thinking about the value of these drugs in a disease whose worldwide prevalence is set only to increase.

We enjoy publishing high-quality papers on occupational disease (and would like to see more submitted) because interventions in the workplace offer real chances to effect immediate improvements to respiratory health. A neat study of Indian goldsmiths confirmed the pulmonary toxicity of cadmium fume, an established cause of emphysema; we recognise the incongruity but are delighted to award the authors our bronze medal. More tellingly, perhaps, an analysis of the British 1958 birth cohort reported 18 occupations with an enhanced risk of asthma, many of them previously identified. Seven included the likely use of ‘cleaning’ products, leaving us still with the question of whether epidemiologically-identified respiratory symptoms in cleaners are what most of us would recognise as ‘asthma’.

Finally, the year provided us with three resolutions that our chief editors might like to adopt for 2014: sort out your telomeres which aren’t getting any longer; cut back on the Valium because it will give you a nasty chest; and cut out the cod liver oil altogether since it will only give you asthma.
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